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Purview:
The Security Council’s primary responsibility is maintaining international peace
and security. It has the power to employ United Nations peacekeepers and direct
action against threats to the peace. Fifteen Members sit on the Security Council,
including five Permanent Members (China, France, the Russian Federation, the
United Kingdom and the United States) and 10 at-large Member States which the
General Assembly elects for rotating two-year terms. A majority in the Security
Council consists of nine Members voting “yes” (except in Historical Security
Councils before 1965, where a majority consists of seven Members voting “yes”);
however, a “no” vote by any of the Permanent Members has the effect of vetoing
or blocking actions.
As the Security Council only meets to discuss topics concerning international

peace and security, representatives of the Security Councils at AMUN (both
Contemporary and Historical) should note that the agenda provided is only
provisional and represents a fraction of the issues the Security Council
discusses. Unlike other Committees and Councils at AMUN, the topics presented
do not constitute a complete list of topics the Security Councils can discuss. Any
issue regarding international peace and security for that time may be brought
before the Councils.
Therefore, representatives on the Contemporary Security Council must have a
broad knowledge regarding current events in the international community.
Periodicals and online sources are some of the best sources available for day-today updates. Recommended sources include: The New York Times, United
Nations Chronicle, The Times of London, Al Jazeera, the Mail & Guardian,
Foreign Policy and The Economist. The UN Wire is an excellent resource for
timely information, and one good way for representatives to stay abreast of the
most recent reports published by the Security Council and other relevant United
Nations bodies.
Historical Security Council (HSC) representatives should approach their
Council’s issues based on events up to the start date of the simulation and
should do their research accordingly. It is strongly recommended that research
be done using historical materials whenever possible. The world has changed
dramatically over the years, but none of these changes will be evident within the
chambers of the HSC. While histories of the subject will be fine for a general
overview, representatives should peruse periodicals and other primary sources
from three to five years before the year in question to most accurately reflect the
worldview at that time. Periodicals contemporary to the period, which can be
easily referenced in a Reader’s Guide to Periodical Literature or the New York
Times Index, will provide a much better historical perspective and feel for the
times than later historical texts.

Topics:
The Situation in Africa
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Sudan
Sudan
In February 2003, intense violence broke out in the western Darfur region of
Sudan between Sudanese armed forces, local militia and other armed rebel
groups. The violence forced hundreds of thousands to flee west to Chad. As the

violence escalated and the refugee crisis deepened, the United Nations Security
Council adopted Resolution 1547 in June 2004, which approved a special
Political Mission, the United Nations Advance Mission in the Sudan (UNAMIS).
UNAMIS was to facilitate contacts between the concerned parties and prepare
for the introduction of an official peace support operation. As the crisis in Darfur
escalated, including concerns of forced female genital mutilation, rape as a tool
of war, ethnic cleansing and the use of child soldiers, the Security Council
expanded the mandate of UNAMIS to include effective public information
capacity through radio, television and print media in an attempt to curb the
violence and promote the peace process.
After continued clashes over southern autonomy, the government of Sudan and
the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM) reached a Comprehensive
Peace Agreement in January 2005. Two months later, the United Nations
Security Council adopted Resolution 1590, which officially established the United
Nations Mission in Sudan (UNMIS). The UNMIS mandate was to support the
implementation of the Comprehensive Peace Agreement, along with facilitating
the voluntary return of refugees and displaced persons; provide humanitarian
and development assistance; and contribute to international efforts to protect and
promote human rights in the Sudan. Resolution 1706 expanded the mandate of
UNMIS in 2006 to include a peacekeeping force of up to 17,300 troops to protect
civilians in Darfur; the Sudanese government strongly opposed this expansion.
On 31 July 2007, the United Nations Security Council adopted Resolution 1769,
which augmented the African Union Mission in Sudan (AMIS) and established a
joint peacekeeping operation in Darfur: the African Union/United Nations Hybrid
Operation in Darfur (UNAMID). Following South Sudan’s independence in 2011,
the Sudanese government terminated the presence of UNMIS. Currently,
UNAMID deployment is as follows: 5,591 military personnel, 728 police advisers,
1,615 formed police unit officers, 580 international civilian staff, 102 United
Nations volunteers, and 1,516 national civilian staff.
Beginning in 2003, high level Sudanese officials began to face accusations that
they played in a role in widespread ethnic cleansing and systematic rape in
Darfur. The International Criminal Court (ICC) alleged that then-Sudanese
President Omar al-Bashir, ordered the ethnic cleansing of non-Arab individuals in
Darfur (including ethnic groups such as the Fur, the Masalit and the Zaghawa).
The ICC issued an arrest warrant for President al-Bashir in 2009. In December
2018, a weak economy led to nationwide protests, which quickly turned into
renewed calls for President al-Bashir to step down. In response, the Sudanese
military began a security crackdown that left an estimated 57 protestors dead.
Later, in February 2019, al-Bashir announced a one-year state of emergency. AlBashir announced that he would dissolve the State’s central government, and he

appointed a new prime minister and new state governors, all of whom were from
the military. On 26 March 2019, a Sudanese representative called upon the
Security Council to lift sanctions on the state to improve the economic situation in
Sudan, citing that the State is “completely different” from 2005 when the
sanctions were imposed. About two weeks later, on 11 April 2019, President alBashir was ousted from power and arrested by the Sudanese military. ThenDefense Minister, Awad Ibn Auf, stated that following the coup, a three-month
state of emergency was being put in place, and the army would oversee a twoyear transitional period, followed by elections. Despite the implementation of a
curfew, hundreds of protestors remained vigilant, calling for a civilian transitional
council, instead of one headed by the military.
On 12 April, Awad Ibn Auf stepped down as the head of the country’s transitional
military council, and Lieutenant General Abdel Fattah Abdelrahman Burhan took
over. Akin to ousted leader al-Bashir, Lt. Gen. Burhan has also been accused of
involvement in the atrocities against non-Arab civilians in Darfur since 2003,
when he was chief of ground forces. Thousands of protestors have gathered in
opposition to Burhan and the transitional military rule, calling for an inclusive,
democratic transitional period. United Nations Secretary-General António
Guterres stated that the “democratic aspirations of the Sudanese people” needed
to be realized. In response to the change in the political situation in Sudan, the
Joint Special Representative and Head of the African Union-United Nations
Hybrid Operation in Darfur, Jeremiah Nyamane Kingsley Mamabolo, told the
Security Council that the implementation of UNAMID’s mandate could be
affected dramatically, particularly since the Council had planned to withdraw the
mission by 30 June 2020.
On 3 June 2019, Sudanese military carried out a deadly raid on a camp of
protesters in Khartoum, with the number of reported fatalities ranging from 35 to
120. The Sudanese Professionals’ Association (SPA) issued a statement that the
raid was a “bloody massacre” and the violence continues. Videos surfacing from
the protestors appear to display bodies being thrown into the Nile River in an
attempt to hide the true number of dead; it is currently estimated that 40 bodies
have been found in the Nile. The government imposed an internet blackout to
prevent more of these videos from reaching social media and other media
sources. Reports are that Sudanese forces are using tear gas and live
ammunition to disperse barricades set up in Khartoum, the capital, by protestors.
In response to the violence by Sudanese forces, the African Union has
suspended the membership of Sudan, and the future of the hybrid UNAMID
mission is unclear.
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Mali

Mali
Since the Republic of Mali gained independence from France on 20 June 1960,
the State has seen four separate periods of rebellion from the Tuareg people:
1963-64, 1990-96, 2006-09, and 2012-present. The Tuareg were considered to
be nomads of the Sahara desert, previously inhabiting northern countries of
Africa including Niger, Libya, Algeria, Burkina Faso, and Mali. As colonialism in
northern Africa came to an end, the Tuareg found themselves separated by
geographic borders and in turn, marginalized by newly independent State
governments due to their now split-populace. Throughout each of the four
rebellion periods, the Tuareg have demanded political autonomy and the
establishment of their own State.
After a 1991 coup led by Amadou Toumani Touré, and until 2012, Mali was
stable in its democracy. Amadou Touré led Mali until democratic elections in
1992, and after his predecessor Alpha Konare served two consecutive terms,
Touré was democratically elected in 2002. Unfortunately, the desire of the
Tuareg to establish political autonomy was not accepted by the Malian
government. From 1992 on, the northern part of Mali was considered to be less
developed than the southern region, and this led to a significant disparity
between the two regions as to the level of political autonomy vs. the
government’s level of investment. The Tuareg did not have adequate
representation to make advancements in the development of their communities.
This came to a head in May 2006, when Tuareg unrest once again brought
violence to the northern region of Mali.
During the summer of 2006, the Malian military withdrew from the northern region
inhabited by the Tuareg, and Algeria offered to lead a mediation process
between the Malian government and the Tuareg. This process culminated in an
agreement signed 4 July 2006 called the Algiers Accord, which granted the
northern region of Mali further political autonomy and allocated “development”
funds. Unfortunately, the Algiers Accord was rejected by several Malian political
parties, and the lack of implementation of the Accord resulted in continued
violence despite the ceasefire between Mali and the Tuareg. After three years of
fighting, hundreds of Tuareg lay down their weapons in 2009, under increased
pressure from the Malian military and after greater focus was placed on Algerian
mediation. Many Tuareg fighters then went to Libya to pursue their autonomous
aspirations alongside pro-Muammar al-Qaddafi forces, but returned to Mali in
2011 after Qaddafi’s death on 20 October. The Tuareg expressed the desire to
establish an independent state called Azawad, in the northern region of Mali.
In January 2012, the fourth Tuareg rebellion began in Northern Mali, led by the
National Movement for the Liberation of Azawad (Mouvement national de
libération de l’Azawad, or MNLA). The Malian government could do little to stop

the advancement of the Tuareg fighters, heavily armed after returning from Libya.
In turn, some of the Malian military led a coup against the government due to the
government’s inability to quell the violence. On 21 March 2012, power was
seized from Amadou Toumani Touré and his party, and the constitution of Mali
was thrown out. The Security Council issued a statement the next day,
condemning the “forcible seizure of power from the democratically-elected
Government of Mali” and calling for the “preservation of the electoral process” as
elections were scheduled to be held in April 2012. The Economic Community of
West African States (ECOWAS) decided to attempt to broker an agreement
between the Malian government and the MNLA fighters, but imposed sanctions
on the junta in the interim in the hopes of de-escalating the conflict. The Security
Council authorized an Africa-led International Support Mission to Mali (AFISMA)
through Resolution 2085, adopted 20 December 2012.
Unfortunately, other groups aside from the Tuareg were also interested in seizing
the territory in northern Mali, and the MNLA were quickly driven out by Al-Qaida.
The Malian government called upon France for military assistance, and after the
French helped regain control of seized northern-cities, the Security Council
authorized the establishment of the UN Multidimensional Integrated Stabilization
Mission in Mali (MINUSMA) through Resolution 2100, adopted on 25 April 2013.
Backed by the African Union and the United Nations, the Ouagadougou
Preliminary Agreement, brokered between the authorities of Mali, the MNLA and
the High Council for the Unity of Azawad (HCUA), was finalized as of 18 June
2013. The members of the Security Council stated that the Agreement “reaffirms
the sovereignty, territorial integrity, national unity and secular nature” of Mali.
While the peace talks in the northern region of Mali continued, the head of
MINUSMA, Albert Gerard Koenders, expressed that MINUSMA had faced
challenges in reaching its full operational capacity. As a result of these
challenges, Mali’s Foreign Minister Abdoulaye Diop requested a more robust
mandate for MINUSMA. On 25 June 2014, the Security Council adopted
Resolution 2164 which established benchmarks for MINUSMA and renewed the
mission for a year. To the dismay of members of the Security Council, terror
attacks from groups such as Mouvement pour l’Unicité et le Jihad en Afrique de
l’Ouest, Al-Qaida and al-Mourabitoun, have been carried out against MINUSMA
facilities and personnel from the mission’s onset through the present day. The
mandate has been renewed six times, the most recent renewal adopted on 28
June 2019 and extending through 30 June 2020.
Despite the 2014 Agreement for Peace and Reconciliation in Mali resulting from
the Algiers Process, which was signed on 24 July 2014, the ceasefire in northern
Mali has been continually violated, and terror attacks have only gotten more
widespread. In January 2019, Security Council members issued a press
statement expressing “a significant sense of impatience with parties over the

persistent delays in the full implementation of key provisions of the agreement.”
The 28 June 2019 extension of MINUSMA, through Resolution 2480, named two
strategic priorities in Mali going forward: (1) utilizing all 13,289 military personnel
and 1,920 police personnel to support the implementation of the Agreement for
Peace and Reconciliation in Mali; and (2) facilitating the “implementation of a
comprehensive politically-led Malian strategy to protect civilians, reduce
intercommunal violence, and re-establish State authority, State presence and
basic social services in Central Mali.” While MINUSMA personnel struggle to
thwart the effects of terrorism in the region, the Tuareg remain without political
autonomy and have been targeted by terror attacks in retaliation for their military
action in northern Mali, particularly near the border of Niger.
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Maintenance of International Peace and
Security (COVID-19)
The global community has been shaken in recent months as the COVID-19
pandemic, a health situation caused by a deadly infectious disease, has spread
the world over. As of May 2020, there have been at least 17 million reported
cases and 600,000 deaths worldwide– doubling between May and July.
Secretary-General of the United Nations, Antonio Guterres, along with other
United Nations leaders and bodies, have been keeping the Council appraised of
the COVID-19 virus and its effects on peace, security, and health across the
globe. Between April and June 2020 the Council considered, but ultimately did
not act on, two possible resolutions on the subject: one related to ceasing
worldwide hostilities in the face of the unprecedented health crisis, and one
related to abandoning trade wars and unilateral sanctions.
Following months of illness, death, and the further exacerbation of humanitarian
crises across the globe, the Security Council unanimously adopted Resolution
2532 on 1 July 2020. This resolution calls for “a general and immediate cessation
of hostilities in all situations, on its agenda”, calling on all parties in armed conflict
across the globe to engage in a “humanitarian pause” for a minimum of 90 days
to enable access to medical and other humanitarian aid. Many organs of the
United Nations are currently engaged with efforts to address concerns related to
COVID-19. No one entity bears the total responsibility for the crisis and interagency along with international cooperation is essential for understanding and
progress on this issue. For the purposes of this simulation, Representatives
should focus their efforts on the Maintenance of International Peace and Security
within the global experience of COVID-19 and how COVID -9 may impact other
ongoing and future efforts by the Security Council.
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